A Strategy Boardgame by Twilight Creations

Thank you for purchasing Dante’s Inferno. We truly hope you enjoy it,
we certainly had a tremendous amount of fun putting it together. As
this is a game based on a classic literary work there are a couple of
things we would like to mention before we get to the heart of the rules
and you start coming up with all sorts of questions.
First, the game is only loosely based on Dante’s work. The literary piece
is, in its barest form, a work of social criticism. Generally speaking, this
sort of thing doesn’t work as the basis for a game. What we have tried to
do is use Dante’s framework and expound on it. His descriptions, his
ideas and the architecture of his version of Hell are truly brilliant. This
is the basis for the game you now have in front of you. The game is
done as an homage and no offense to anyone’s literary sensibilities is
intended.
Secondly, for those of you who may not have had the pleasure of
reading Dante’s masterpiece, you may be wondering what all the little
pictures are meant to represent. Well, here is a brief overview of the
Circles, who occupies them and the illustrations:
Circle One - Virtuous pagans who are forever afflicted by melancholy.
Circle Two - The Lustful who must spend eternity being tossed about
by
stormy winds.
Circle Three - Forever pelted with snow, hail and mud, this level is
reserved for gluttons.
Circle Four - The wayward must perform act of useless labor for
eternity on this circle.
Circle Five - The angry reside here and continually attack each other
or be submerged in the river Styx.
Circle Six The burning tombs of circle six are reserved for heretics.
Circle Seven - Reserved for murderers and the violent. They are
submerged in a river of blood and shot by centaurs if
they try to escape.
Circle Eight - This circle is saved for hypocrites, thieves and the truly
evil. Residents are bound, hung upside-down, have their
heads twisted backwards and continuously whipped by
demons.
Circle Nine - Reserved for Lucifer himself.
There you have it! Please feel free to visit our website at
www.twilightcreationsinc.com and check out our other products.
As always, thanks for your support and patronage,
Kerry and Todd Breitenstein
Twilight Creations, Inc.

CONTENTS:
81 game tiles
28 - 1st/2nd circle tiles (7 for each resource) + 4 1st/2nd circle corner tiles
20 - 3rd/4th circle tiles (5 for each resource) + 4 3rd/4th circle corner tiles
12 - 5th/6th circle tiles (3 for each resource) + 4 5th/6th circle corner tiles
4 - 7th/8th circle tiles (1 for each resource) + 4 7th/8th circle corner tiles
1 - 9th circle tile
6 resource tracking cards
24 tracking card counters
36 player figures (6 x 6 different colors)
20 demon figures
1 Lucifer figure
1 “good” token
1 “bad” token
2 dice
OVERVIEW:
The object of this game is to rescue enough sinners (resources) to gain
entry to the 9th Circle of Hell and defeat Lucifer; all the while
preventing the other players from doing so first.

BOARD DESCRIPTION:
There are nine circles of hell. Each tile contains a portion of two
circles except for the center tile which is the 9th circle. Each tile, except
for the 9th circle, also has two numbers and a color on it. When you
have a token on one of the two spaces of a tile, you gain resources for
both of the numbers, regardless of your current circle. You move from
one circle to the next using the corner squares. These squares will also
tell you how hard the demons in that circle are to fight.
The resources are designated by color:
Lust:
Yellow ( Y )
Violence:
Red ( R )
Gluttony:
Blue ( B )
Hypocrisy: Green ( G )

SETUP:
When beginning the game, separate the tiles by circle according to
their backs, i.e., all the 1st/2nd circle tiles are placed in a stack, 3rd/4th
circle tiles are placed in another stack, etc. Shuffle each stack to
thoroughly mix up the tiles from the same stack. Place these stacks
aside, within easy reach of all players.
The 1st/2nd circle levels should be set up in the beginning of the game.
Place the tiles randomly to form a 9 x 9 square including the corner
tiles. The other corner tiles can be placed at the beginning of the game

or as needed during the game as the players advance from one circle to
the next. The Lucifer figure is placed on the 9th circle when it is played.
Next, each player places three
player tokens as follows: Pick a
player randomly to place first.
They place one player token on
the first circle of one of the tiles.
Placement continues clockwise.
The last player places two tokens.
Placement then proceeds counter
When you set up
clockwise. A third token is
the board it should
placed by the player chosen to go
first, and the placement
look similar this.
continues on clockwise until all
players have placed three player
tokens.
- Only one player token can be
present on any one space on a tile
(there may be two player tokens
present on the same tile if they
are in different circles).
- The player tokens may be placed
on any non-corner tile of the 1st circle when they come into play.
- When playing a 5-6 player game, players should only use 5 of their 6
player tokens.
Randomly choose a player to go first, and play continues clockwise.

TURN SEQUENCE:
1. Fight a demon if on the same square as one of your player tokens. If
there is more than one combat, they all must be fought but may be
done so in any order.
2. Roll to see which resources are collected.
3. Take action (s).
4. Move one of your player tokens one square (no cost).
5. Move one demon one square (no cost).
6. Trade resources.
#1 and 2 must be done in order. #3, 4, 5 and 6 may be done (or skipped)
in any order.
1. FIGHTING DEMONS:
At the beginning of your turn, before taking any other actions, you
must fight each demon that occupies the same square as any of your

player tokens. The target number to get rid of the demon is determined
by the circle, as noted in the corner squares of
each circle. For example: To get rid of a demon in
the 1st/2nd circle, you must roll a 6 or better on two
dice. When in the 5th or 6th circle you must roll an
8 or better.
If you are unable to defeat a demon, your token is
moved back one circle, i.e. if you are in the 3rd
circle, you would have to move back to the 2nd
circle. Tokens are moved to the closest corner
square of the previous circle which is not occupied
by another player. If you are in the 1st circle and
fail to defeat a demon, you move to the closest
corner square of the 1st circle.
If all squares of the previous circle are occupied,
you must go to the circle before that, i.e. you lose a
This is a demon.
combat on the 5th circle and all 4th circle corner
Actually, it’s
squares are occupied, you move to the closest 3rd
Lucifer himself!
circle corner square that is not occupied. If all
corner squares are occupied in the 1st circle and
you lose a combat with a demon, your token is
removed from play.
You only fight demons at the beginning of your turn. If one is moved to
your square, or you are moved to a square containing a demon, you
don’t have to fight them until next turn (unless of course they are no
longer there).
Lucifer resides in the 9th circle and is represented by the figure seen
above. When a player enters the 9th circle, he must defeat Lucifer to
win the game. The target number is a 10 or above. Good luck!
2. ROLLING THE DICE:
Roll 2d6 to see which resources are collected. All players gain
resources when they occupy a tile containing the number rolled (either
the number in the circle they occupy or the number in the other circle
on that tile).
Players gain 1 resource for tiles occupied on the 1st/2nd circles, 2
resources for tiles occupied on the 3rd/4th circles, 3 resources for tiles
occupied on the 5th/6th circles and 4 resources for tiles occupied on the
7th/8th circles.

When doubles are rolled, you gain resources as usual but also get to
collect one resource of your choice. Example: You roll an 8 (two 4s),
you gain resources for any #8 tiles you occupy plus any one resource of
your choice.
When a 7 is rolled, nobody gains resources, and one demon is placed on
any corner square (either circle). It can be placed on a corner square
that is occupied by another player but not one that is occupied by
another demon. There can only be ONE demon
per square at any time.
If you roll a 2 or 12, you get to place the “good”
token or the “bad” token on any space. The
“good” token doubles resources for a player on
that tile when the numbers on that tile are rolled.
The “bad” token causes no resources to be
These are the dice. collected on that tile. These tokens can only be
moved by rolling a 2 or 12 for resource collection
(not when rolling the dice to fight a demon). You
may freely move on or off a square with one of
these tokens.
3. TAKE ACTION(S):
During your turn, you can do any or all of the following, one or more
times, in any order:
Place a new tile.
Flip a tile.
Place a new player token.
Move to an adjacent tile in the same circle.
Move another player to one adjacent tile in the same circle.
Move one of your player tokens to the next circle.
ACTION COSTS (ALSO LISTED ON TRACKER CARDS):
These actions can be taken any number of times per turn in any order
as long as you can pay for them.
(Y=Yellow, B=Blue, R=Red, G=Green)
Place a tile: Y + G
Flip a tile: B + R + G
Place a new player token: Y + B + R
Move to an adjacent tile in the same circle: After your one free
move, per turn it costs any one resource.
Move another player to one adjacent tile in the same circle: B
Move one of your player tokens to the next circle: Y + R + G
Re-roll one die: Y + B + R + G

PLACE A NEW TILE:
After paying the resource cost, pick a tile from any
stack and place anywhere on the board in such a way
that it is adjacent to another tile on the left or right. It
may also be placed so that it is adjacent to a corner
square on the left or right. Placed tiles must correlate
to the correct circle - you can’t place a 7th/8th circle
tile in the 3rd/4th circle.
The tiles look
FLIP A TILE:
similar to this.
After paying the resource cost, you may flip any nonSquare A is considcorner tile face up or face down. You may not flip
tiles occupied by a demon or a player. This is the only
ered one circle. (In
way the tiles can flip. Face down tiles may not be
this case circle 1.)
occupied or crossed by players or demons.
Square B is considPLACE A NEW PLAYER TOKEN:
ered the next
After paying the resource cost, you may place a player
token anywhere in the 1st circle that is not occupied by circle. (Circle 2 for
another player, excluding the corner squares. You
this tile.)
can have a maximum of 6 player tokens in play.
MOVE TO AN ADJACENT TILE IN THE SAME CIRCLE:
After paying the resource cost, you may move one of your player
tokens one square per resource cost paid. You may only move to
squares within the same circle in this manner. You may move through
spaces occupied by another player or demon, but you may not stop on
the same space as another player. You may end up on the same square
as a demon though (don’t know why you would want to…).
MOVE ANOTHER PLAYER TO AN ADJACENT SPACE IN THE SAME
CIRCLE:
After paying the resource cost, you may move another player’s token
one space. They may not be moved to a space that is occupied by
another player. You may only move any one token one space in this
manner.
MOVE ONE OF YOUR PLAYER TOKENS TO THE NEXT CIRCLE:
After paying the resource cost, move one of your tokens to the next
circle. You must be in the corner square to move to the next circle. You
may move more than one circle per turn if the resources can be paid.
When you enter the 9th circle, you must fight Lucifer in order to win the
game (See Fighting Demons).

A
B

RE-ROLL ONE DIE:
After paying the resource cost, you may re-roll one die. This may be
done any number of times per turn.
4. MOVE ONE OF YOUR PLAYER TOKENS ONE SQUARE (NO
COST)
Each turn you get one free movement for one of your player tokens.
You may never occupy the same square as another player, but you may
use your movement (free, plus additional paid movement) to move
through a square occupied by another player.
5. MOVE A DEMON ONE SQUARE (NO COST):
During your turn, you may move one demon one square in the same
circle, or you may move a demon in a corner square from one circle to
the next. Example: If a demon occupies the 4th circle corner square,
they may move to the 3rd or 5th circle corner square. There may not be
any more than one demon per square. Lucifer never “moves” from the
9th circle.
6. TRADING RESOURCES:
During your turn, you may trade resources or bargain with other
players. As long as both parties agree to the trade or bargain, there are
no limitations. For example, you may give a player a resource to not
move a demon on to your square. Or, trade two blues in exchange for a
yellow. Of course, you are playing in hell and there are NO guarantees.
In other words, it is perfectly acceptable to renege on any deal,
although players have a tendency to remember that sort of thing.

WINNING THE GAME:
The first player to make it to the 9th circle and defeat Lucifer wins.
Game Concept and Design: Kerry Breitenstein and Todd A. Breitenstein
Art: Dave Aikins
Layout and Design: Todd A. Breitenstein and Kerry Breitenstein
Playtesters: Mark Bordenet, Jonathan Breitenstein, Dan and Amy Frohlich
and David Carl - THANK YOU ALL!
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